DirectAccess allows remote users to securely access internal
network file shares, websites and applications without
connecting to a VPN. DirectAccess establishes bi-directional
connectivity with an internal network every time a
DirectAccess-enabled computer connects to the internet,
even before the user logs on. Users never have to think
about connecting to the internal network and IT
administrators can manage remote computers outside the
office, even when computers are not connected to the VPN.

Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway 2010 is a
secure Web gateway that enables employees to use the
Internet safely and productively without worrying about
malware and other threats. To help block the latest Webbased threats, it provides multiple layers of continuously
updated protections including URL filtering, malware
inspection and intrusion prevention. BDS Solutions has a
dedicated team of qualified technical consultants specialising
in ensuring customers minimize their security risk by
planning and deploying TMG 2010 in a way that fits their
particular business needs.

Microsoft Forefront Unified Gateway (UAG) is a piece of
server side software which provides secure access to
corporate networks, systems and applications. It
incorporates a number of different access technologies
including VPN, HTTP reverse proxies and the Microsoftdeveloped technology DirectAccess. Remote clients can
access this corporate resource through a special website that
is hosted on an IIS server which is bound to the UAG
software.

“Today’s mobile challenges
for NWAS workforce has
just become much easier to
manage through the
recommendations of BDS.
After having a conversation
with our account manager
around the workforce
having mobile technology
available to them in order
to access information
securely whilst being
mobile, BDS provided
NWAS with a solution that
was cost effective and
delivered in a very short
time. This has transformed
the way that our workforce
are able to have the right
information available at the
right time. Having a
company like BDS that
understands the NHS data
security policy’s has been a
valued asset to our Trust.”
Richard Done, Data Centre Manager

All-in-one web application delivery controller (ADC) that
makes applications run up to five times faster, cuts web
application ownership costs with server offloading and
makes sure that applications are always available with its
application load balancing capabilities. NetScalers are
available as a physical appliance or software appliance and
features a pay-as-you-grow software model.
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For more information
please contact
BDS Solutions on
01884 33440 or visit
bds-solutions.co.uk

BDS Solutions is a technology partner for NHS organisations throughout the country. BDS deliver, develop and support Microsoft, VMware,
Citrix and Dell products together with associated 3rd party and in-house developed security and management software. BDS Solutions is
ISO9001:2008 accredited, IGSoC compliant and provides dedicated service desk support for NHS organisations via N3.
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